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• Best Selling Book in English Edition for MPPSC
Prelims Exam (Paper-I) : General Studies with
objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus
given by the MPPSC. • Compare your performance
with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in
EduGorilla’s MPPSC Prelims Exam (Paper-I) :
General Studies Practice Kit. • MPPSC Prelims Exam
(Paper-I) : General Studies Preparation Kit comes
with 13 Tests (10 Mock Tests + 3 Previous Year
Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase
your chances of selection by 14X. • MPPSC Prelims
Exam (Paper-I) : General Studies Prep Kit comes
with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions
for all the questions. • Clear exam with good
grades using thoroughly Researched Content by
experts.
45 Years with Philips: An Industrialist’s Life
Ministry of Labour Gazette
A Guide to the Papers of British Cabinet Ministers
1900-1964
Secret Wartime Britain
Publishes in-depth articles on labor subjects, current labor
statistics, information about current labor contracts, and
book reviews.
Dr. Rajendra Prasad
The Making of the State Enterprise System in Modern
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China
Gleanings and Memoranda
Monthly Labor Review ...
Records of the Proceedings and Printed Papers of the
Parliament
During the Second World War, thousands of
sites across Britain were requisitioned to
support the war efforts. Additionally
countless others were built from scratch
regardless of cost. Often the purpose of
these locations was concealed even from those
living close by.The author of Secret Wartime
Britain has compiled a fascinating collection
of examples that still exist today, albeit
often in different usage. They include
underground factories, storage sites and
headquarters; spy and communication centres;
interrogation and POW camps; dummy sites;
research facilities such as sinister Porton
Down; treasure stores in stately homes and
even royal retreats in the event of invasion
such as Madresfield Court.Where were these
sites and why were they needed? How
successfully were they kept secret? What has
happened to them since? Were they returned to
their owners? Answers to these and other
questions make Secret Wartime Britain a
riveting and revealing read.
Indian Engineering
Review of Reviews and World's Work
Engineering
MPPSC Prelims Exam 2022 (Paper - I) : General
Studies | 1300+ Solved Objective Questions
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(10 Mock Tests + 3 Previous Year Papers)
Your Questions as to Women in War Industries:
Types of Jobs

A Guide to the Papers of British Cabinet Ministers 1900-1964 is
the revised and expanded edition of a volume first published by
The Royal Historical Society in 1974. Its aim is to provide up-todate information on the papers of 323 ministers in the first edition
and include all Cabinet ministers (or those who held positions
included in a Cabinet) until the resignation of Sir Alec DouglasHome as Prime Minister in 1964. Thus the scope of this edition
has increased from the 323 ministers in the first Guide to 384, and
therefore incorporates those who held relevant positions in the
Churchill, Eden, Macmillan and Home governments.
Information is provided on 60 'new' ministers and the previously
omitted Lord Stanley. This Guide therefore is a major research
tool and a source of information on personal papers, often in
private hands, of people who played major roles in twentiethcentury political life.
The Labour Gazette
Annual Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance to the
Secretary of the Navy for the Fiscal Year ...
Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board
Report
Replacement of Men by Women. Employment and
Unemployment. Attitudes of Employers. Operation of Labor
Laws. Wages of Men and Women. Training. British Experience
...

Frederik Philips is the son and nephew
of the two brothers who in 1912 turned
a family firm founded in 1891 into
Philips NV which then grew in two
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generations from a small light bulb
manufacturer to a worldwide company
employing 380,000 people in 70
countries. In this first-person
account, Frederik Philips tells the
story of his growing responsibilities
in the company, from a first job as a
plant engineer, to his difficult years
during World War II when, as one of
four Board members of the company, he
dealt with German Nazi-appointed
administrators before having to go into
hiding, and until the years 1961-1971
when he rose to the helm of the whole
company. “It is to be hoped that
industry itself will learn something
from his views on its powers and, more
particularly, its responsibilities.” —
The Times (London) “Philips believes
that the success of a company depends,
not on structure or organisation, but
on the attitudes of the people who work
in it... As for the future, Philips is
optimistic about the ability of his
company to continue to play its part in
bringing prosperity to the world... the
primary objective remains the same —
that Philips must be part of the cure,
not of the disease, in the world.” —
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Financial Times (London) “Clearly, this
book is as much a corporate history as
it is the story of one man’s life... it
is readable, often insightful, and
sometimes exciting as we came to grasp
the impact of one man’s leadership on a
major industrial corporation’s struggle
to survive a horrible war and its
spectacular growth in peacetime.” —
Stephen D. Bodayla, The Business
History Review
Sessional papers. Inventory control
record 1
Labor Market Developments
A Monthly Record of Political Events
and Current Political Literature
Correspondence and Select Documents :
Presidency Period
Annual Report of the Chief of the
Bureau of Ordnance to the Secretary of
the Navy
Parliamentary PapersThe Indian Labour Year
BookSessional papers. Inventory control record
1Parliamentary Papers1909-198245 Years with
Philips: An Industrialist’s LifePlunkett Lake Press
Sessional Papers
The Indian Labour Year Book
Hidden Places that Helped Win the Second World War
The Board of Trade Labour Gazette
Incorporated Accountants' Journal
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Labour focuses on the issues and problems concerning the
efficient full employment of labour in a free market
economy. The discussion is largely about the conditions
(including comparative wages) underlying industrial
efficiency and maximum production from various labour
resources at least cost. By estimating man-power, analysing
the human factor and measuring labour efficiency, the book
summarizes recent evidence on employment conditions for
or against efficiency and the effect upon the incidence of
unemployment.
An International Magazine
A Review of the Administration
Bimonthly Summary of Labor Market Developments in Major
Areas
House of Commons official report
A Selection from Questions and Answers in Lok Sabha, First
to Fifteenth Session (1952-1957)

When, how, and why did the state
enterprise system of modern China take
shape? The conventional argument is that
China borrowed its economic system and
development strategy wholesale from the
Soviet Union in the 1950s. In an important
new interpretation, Bian shows instead
that the basic institutional arrangement
of state-owned enterprise--bureaucratic
governance, management and incentive
mechanisms, and the provision of social
services and welfare--developed in China
during the war years 1937-1945.
The Labor Market and Employment Security
Reports from Select Committees of H.C.,
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&c., and Evidence (communicated)
Monthly Labor Review
Report of the Departmental Committee
Appointed to Inquire Into the Accounts of
Local Authorities
Parliamentary Papers
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